
This operating and safety brochure is intended as a guide only. It does not override license requirements nor is it suitable 
as an operating lesson. 
If you are unsure about any aspect of the equipment, its capabilities or the correct usage, please call our trained staff for 
instruction or any questions you may have regarding the safe operation of this equipment. 

 

Operating Procedure       Skid Steer Loader / Bobcat 

Toyota 4SDK - 4 

Toyota 4SDK - 5 

Guide only 

 
Before Starting 

1. Persons using this machine must be a licensed 

or competent experienced operator. 

2. Read the Hazard assessment sheet. 

3. Ensure area is suitable for Bobcat operation 

and no bystanders are present 

To start the Engine 

1. Lower the seat bar. 

2. Engage the parking brake. 

3. Set the throttle to the half throttle position.  

4. Turn the key left to the “GLOW” position. Wait 

for the “GLOW” light to turn off. 

5. Turn the key to the start position and release 

it when the engine starts. 

To stop the Engine 

1. Pull the throttle fully backward to decrease 

the engine RPM. 

2. Turn the key switch to the “OFF” position. 

WARNING!! 

Before you leave the operator’s seat: 

 

1. Park machine on level ground  

2. Lower the lift arms, put attachment flat on the 

ground 

3. Stop the engine 

3. Engage the parking brake 

4. Raise seat bar 

To Open / Close the bucket 

4SDK – 4 

The four in 1 control is the middle foot operated peddle. 

 

4SDK – 5 

The controls to open/close the bucket  

 
Specifications: 
Safe Working Load: 
Weight:  
Fuel:  

 
320kg 
1100kg 
Diesel 

 

Trouble Shooting 

Problem Possible Solution 

Load buzzer noise when operating Ensure handbrake is off 

Bucket controls won’t move Ensure Safety bar is ‘locked’ down 

  

  

 

Mandatory Personal Protective Equipment: 

          

Dust Mask  Foot   Hearing  Goggles  Protective Safety  

Protection  Protection    Clothing   

 

Do not under any circumstances attempt any repairs. Call your local HireDepot office.  


